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NORMAN STEEL Member No.12 - supported by Carol Wilson (1633) & Billy Atkinson (114)

I have supported Carlisle United over a period of many years through thick and thin. Most supporters will 
recognise this trait and it appears to be something that never goes away once the habit has been formed. I 
first got involved with CUOSC ( formerly The United Trust ) from the time of its launch in the spring of 2001. 
( Who will forget that launch at the Sands Centre in Carlisle when over one thousand supporters turned up 
including the team manager at the time Ian Atkins.)

The fifteen years or so served as a company director in a non football sector have served me well as a board
member of the Supporters Trust in terms of providing experience and skills in dealing with problems as they 
arise. Some supporters may remember that the original shareholders agreement ( 2003 ) struck with John 
Courtenay made provision for the Trust to purchase shares in the Club of up to 49 per cent over a period of 
time.

Following a dispute which was essentially over the above agreement, a mediation process ensued which 
culminated in the Trust having the right to purchase and maintain a shareholding of some 25.37 per cent and
other rights which included provision to nominate a board member of the Trust to be on the board of Carlisle 
United 1921 Ltd. This was the 2006 Shareholders Agreement and remains in place to this day.
 
There are now many trusts worldwide. Each one will have their own identity and their individual operating 
style so we await with interest the final response from the government into the fan led review into the way 
that our national game is run but it has been suggested by some that supporter involvement may be even be 
increased further.

Here at Carlisle United the subject of ownership succession will be resolved sooner or later. In the meantime 
with good people having been installed at the helm of the footballing side of things many supporters have a 
renewed sense of optimism and good times may be just around the corner.

I believe Paul Simpson himself suggested that everyone involved at the Club including supporters should be 
seen to be pulling in the same direction. I for one am happy to endorse that sentiment.

UP THE BLUES 



BILLY ATKINSON Member No. 114 - supported by Carol Wilson (1633) & Ian Wilson (1632)

During the time I have been CUOSC'S representative on the Holdings Board I have been trying to bring 
about change of control in the club's boardroom.

I want to see it happen, the majority of fans want to see it and the owners have also agreed it would be for 
the best.

It has sometimes been a challenging and difficult course to navigate but I am convinced it will happen. I want
to be around to see the job through. That is why I am standing for re-election.

The position on the Holdings Board is by invitation only and I was and am still very proud to have been put 
forward.

Over the last three years I believe I have earned the trust of the owners. I believe my re-election would 
provide the continuity that is needed at club level to continue the work already started.

I have tried to be the voice of the fans. Our view may not always be accepted or acted on by the other board 
members– but we are listened to. The recent changes to the management structure of the club would 
probably not have happened had it not been for CUOSC’s involvement on the Holdings Board.

We now have a healthy working relationship with the club’s hierarchy, something that has not always been 
the case, this is important from the Trust’s point of view, I want that to continue and prosper.

I joined the Trust in 2001, and was co-opted on to the Trust Board in August 2006.

Please make sure you vote.

William Atkinson



GERARD GORNALL Member No. 2412 - supported by Jack Oddie (2450), Stewart Reynolds (2623) & Paul 
Todd (2542)

“I believe I can help transform CUOSC into a fans’ trust that all CUFC supporters want to be part of and can 
be proud of” 

About Me

I’ve loved CUFC since the early 1980’s and in my time as a fan I’ve been a programme seller, programme 
designer (as a child I won a competition to design the front cover!), season ticket holder and match sponsor. I
own and manage a successful hardware distribution business in Manchester. Before this I held senior roles 
in accountancy, business development and management consultancy. I also have relevant professional 
qualifications. 

Why do I want to join the CUOSC board? 

Earlier this year I offered my services to help steer CUOSC in the right direction. My work has included 
identifying improvements I believe are necessary to drive CUOSC forward. I now want to join the CUOSC 
board to ensure improvements are implemented. CUOSC needs to modernise, particularly in terms of 
communications, marketing and fan engagement. The Trust also needs clearer goals and objectives and be 
truly representative of fans. In my opinion, this level of representation means that CUOSC should be 
targeting a membership of at least 2,000 fans. A stronger membership will mean CUOSC has greater power 
and influence within CUFC. This will help ensure CUFC is run professionally with the right people owning 
and running the club. There is a lot of hard work ahead, but I believe I can help transform CUOSC into a 
fans’ trust that all CUFC supporters want to be part of and can be proud of. 

What can I bring to the role?

I have considerable experience in developing business strategies and delivering them. For most of my life I 
have worked at board-level within both large and small organisations. I can bring people together to meet 
targets and achieve success. As well as my own time, I have access to a number of resources used in my 
business and have already offered some free marketing support to CUOSC. Hard work, positivity and 
professionalism are something I bring to any role and I’m ready to apply these attributes if elected as a 
CUOSC board member. 



CHRIS ARMSTRONG Member No. 2418 - supported by Claire Winder (1907) & Mike Booth (2534)

Hello, my name is Chris Armstrong and I have been a Carlisle United fan for as long as I can remember.

I believe it is essential that CUOSC reflect the position of all fans, not just members, and this, by turn, will 
increase the reach and membership beyond historically low levels. Only with a substantial backing within the 
community will CUOSC have the credibility to claim to be the voice of supporters.

For this reason, I am proud to say that I’m a founding member of Unita Fortior (alongside Matt Spooner, Dan 
MacLennan, Dave Noble and Kieron Bulman who are all also standing), a group that was established with 
the sole aim of increasing wider fanbase representation within the Trust – an aspiration which I believe has 
made a promising start but with a long way to go. I aim, if elected, to continue this work, increasing and 
strengthening the membership across a much wider cross-section of the community – reflecting the views of 
14 years olds just as much as that of 84-year-olds.

If elected, I would aim to:

· Increase engagement with the fan base in a timely and constructive manner through whichever channel 
they are most comfortable with (not just the local newspaper and email but by twitter, by Facebook and even 
Radio Cumbria) – our fanbase are diverse and our communications should reflect that.

· Overhaul the processes for joining the Trust, the days of cash in a birthday card belong long in the past. 
Trust members should be able to join online and via direct debit just as much as by more traditional methods 
such as cheque. Joining should not be a black hole where applications go to disappear for 3 or 4 weeks and 
sometimes even longer. We should be appreciative and thankful for each and every one and never treat 
them as a burden.

· Better understand the membership we have. Before renewing, my Trust membership has previously 
expired and never once have I been contacted to ask if I will be renewing and, if not, to understand my 
reasons for not.

· Work effectively alongside the existing board in order to progress the long term aims of CUOSC.

I hope to see CUOSC mature into a much more active, vibrant organisation with a substantial membership 
effectively and consistently fund raising whilst supporting, in any way we can, the club we all love, Carlisle 
United.

Unita Fortior – United Stronger.



MATT SPOONER Member No. 2461 - supported by Mike Denovellis (1906), Claire Winder (1907) & Ross 
Parkinson (2525)

My name is Matt Spooner, I’m 29 and I have been a Carlisle fan for as long as I can remember. I am 
passionate about Carlisle United fans having a voice that is heard and with your help I would like the 
opportunity to shape and proactively move CUOSC forward. 

Day to day, I busy myself running a local Glazing and Construction company. I also run a Sunday league 
football team. 

I believe strongly that any football club can benefit from fan ownership at any level – whether that is wholly 
owned or partially owned. We are in a very fortunate position as Carlisle United fans whereby we already 
have a shareholding, but when we compare to other clubs in a similar position, I feel we have a bit of 
development of our Trust left to be done. 

If elected, my main aims would be to: 

- Promote CUOSC and encourage a membership increase to make CUOSC more representative of the fan 
base and to protect CUOSC’s future position. 

- Work efficiently alongside existing and other newly elected board members to elevate CUOSC’s current 
social and media presence. This would include, but is not limited to, enhancing relationships with current 
media partners, explore new avenues to further engage with a wider fan base and streamline 
communications.

- Encourage active development of the CUOSC website to include a members’ area for joining, renewing and
processing payments.

- Develop links with the local business community. CUOSC currently has a number of ‘corporate leads’ but I 
can not recall a corporate lead reaching out to my business to discuss opportunities to build links. This is an 
area of opportunity that is definitely worth exploring.

- Continue the work done by all former CUOSC board members in holding the Club accountable, being a 
supportive ally and also a critical friend where required.

My opinion is that CUOSC is a bit confused as a brand. It is the Supporters’ Trust, but also the Official 
Supporters’ Club. I feel passionately that there is a way of being both. Looking further into the future, the 
strategic governance of the Trust should be complemented with a larger Supporters’ Club that (as examples)
actively fundraises, hosts events, organises travel, gathers and communicates feedback across all topics 
club related. Having more members will result in higher income, more proactive work will result in more 
available funds to help support the Club. As the second largest shareholder, I feel CUOSC should be able to 
contribute to the Club turnover to a greater degree than it already does. Whether this is through additional 
sponsorship, continuing to support the Club with equipment purchases or other avenues. 

I have the skills to effectively organise, to communicate proactively and a good financial understanding 
through my business life. Most importantly, I am a Carlisle United fan and I love this football club.



DAVE NOBLE Member No. 2533 - supported by Mike Denovellis (1906) & Martin Horne (2530)

My name is Dave Noble, I’m 42 and a lifelong fan about to embark on my 38th season at Brunton Park. I’m a
season ticket holder in The East Stand, and along with my 2 young children, travel from Lancashire for home
games, and to as many away games as possible.

We spend a lot of time on matchdays in the excellent Family Zone, and I would be encouraging 
developments to this area, along with potentially replicating the facility in other areas of the ground. I feel one
of the aims of a successful, and growing CUOSC should be to effectively raise funds to help finance 
initiatives such as this, and the ever expanding and popular Fanzone.

I have over 20 years experience in Commercial Finance and am currently the UK Financial Controller for a 
Swiss holiday company. I’ve been employed in several large scale membership based businesses and have 
been heavily involved in modernising systems for membership administration and payments. I would be 
looking to help update the current methods in order to make payments more convenient for members and 
also promote perpetual member retention at the end of each year.

There is little doubt that the current and previous board members put in many hours to get the trust where it 
is today, but I believe some new, fresh ideas and voices can assist in making this hard work bare more fruit 
by being more focussed on, and representing a broader section of an expanding Trust and the fan base as a 
whole.

As a majority shareholder in Carlisle United, CUOSC should in my view be able to voice a valuable opinion. 
Acting in a commercially responsible manner, give praise where it’s due, but also be constructively critical 
when it is required. With a continued aim of increasing membership in CUOSC this voice will carry more 
gravitas as numbers swell.

With your vote I would welcome the opportunity to contribute to the future success of the Trust and the club 
as a whole.

Thank you for taking the time to read my statement and Up the Blues,

Dave 



KIERON BULMAN Member No. 2643 - supported by Kerrie Irving (2647), Mike Booth (2534) & Owen Main 
(2538)

Hi, my name is Kieron. I am 51 years old and I have been a Carlisle United supporter since I attended my 
first match against Fulham in 1983.

I wish to be considered for a place on the CUOSC Board as I believe that the Carlisle United Supporters 
Club/Trust is pivotal to the success of this football club through engagement with its members and wider 
fanbase. Our supporters club owns a 25.4% stake in this football club and I very much believe that we could 
be utilising this to greater effect. I believe a strong Trust creates a powerful voice for its supporters. I have 
studied other supporters organisations in the lower leagues and have been fortunate enough to have met 
members of other successful supporters trusts. I have watched in awe at their success in having such a 
positive effect in turning around the fortunes of once ailing football clubs (for example Exeter City which now 
has over 3,000 members).

I am a founding member of Unita Fortior who met in a wet and miserable Beehive Carpark with the simple 
aim of attracting more members to the trust to promote fresh ideas, initiatives, drive and passion into a trust 
that at the time were struggling to retain little more than 400 members. I believe that we have made initial 
inroads to gaining on the existing membership and reigniting peoples passion and pride for the Club we love.
If elected I believe that we could accomplish so much more, for example, begin a transition programme to 
modernise our supporters club/trust. We will achieve this by reaching out to the many various subject matter 
experts who can help us achieve this goal. I will aim for transparency and ensure all members get full value 
for money. I believe the Board should be a wide and representative voice for the fans. Communication, 
honesty and respect are key. I feel this has been gone for far too long. As a Trust we belong to a community 
and I will work tirelessly to bring greater connection. I am here to drive myself and my other potential board 
members to create a strong, vibrant, diverse, forward thinking and collaborative group of people into the 
remainder of the 2020s and the 2030s and beyond. Carlisle United Football Club without its supporters is 
nothing. What this election calls for is new board members to support the current board members and 
provide fresh impetus, bright ideas and continue to push for positive change. Now is the time, I have seen a 
shift in supporters attitude since Paul Simpsons return, lets build on this.

I hope I have proved to you that I am more than up to the challenge and hope I have earned your trust 
enough to give me a chance to represent the best supporters of the best football club in the land.

Thank you for your time.

Up the Blues



DAN MACLENNAN Member No. 3588 - supported by John Kukuc (1791) & Martin Robson (2581) 

Hi, I’m Dan. 44yo, and Carlisle fan since my first game in 1985!

From Fanzines to Phone-Ins and Forums to Podcasts, I’ve always been vocal about Carlisle United. Now 
I’ve decided to try and get involved with an organisation that should be at the very heart of the fanbase – The
Trust.

We’re in a unique position as our Trust owns 25.37% of CUFC Holdings, the main shareholder in the Club. 
We also have a seat on both of the boards at the Club, again a fantastic asset. BUT. And there’s always a 
but! I believe with a membership of approximately 400 at Jan 2022, our Trust could and should have far more
members, allowing it to represent a bigger demographic of our fanbase.

We now have roughly 550-600 members following the Unita Fortior campaign, of which I was a founding 
member, to increase numbers in 2022. Let’s not stop there though? Let’s look to push to 1000 and more!

How I hear you cry! Well, if elected, working with fellow board colleagues on several ideas to make OUR 
Trust a true voice for the fanbase.

Ideas such as:

· Discussions on a complete rebrand of the Trust – Name, Logo, Website and Socials

· A modernised, automated joining process. Let’s move away from cash in a birthday card, it’s 2022! A 
seamless transaction confirming membership has to be the aim.

· Full discussion, with members involved, about how membership should work. Yearly or Monthly? Is tiered 
an option? All with the premise of one membership equals one vote.

· Increased match day presence. Let’s get out and about, in the Fan Zone’s, in the bars, meeting and talking 
to you, the members. The Trust board should be the eyes and ears of both it’s members and the wider 
fanbase.

· Increased Social Media output. Regular scheduled information as opposed to the current disjointed output. 
Social Media is a way of the world nowadays, so let’s harness the potential it offers.

· Fundraising to become an integral part of the Trust. An increased membership raising funds for the Club. 
Be it from more members subscriptions to regular events, the scope is huge!

I’m a firm believer in involving the membership throughout any proposed changes. Open discussion, be it on 
a match day, from more regular meetings or increased communication across all channels, should be central
to the evolution of the Trust.

Our Trust should be at the forefront of supporter representation, and currently there’s a feeling it’s anything 
but. Let’s build a modern, fit for purpose organisation that truly does so. YOUR voice, elected by YOU, the 
members!

I would bring to the table a reputation for getting things done, fundraising expertise (Big flags and mural for 
example) and a solid understanding of social media as a platform to utilise.

Thanks for reading, and hopefully you will vote for me to help facilitate some much needed change!

Up the Blues!


